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Game Intro:
Finally, the game everyone has been waiting for. My biggest game so far, South Park Mario! This game is 
packed full of action. With 4 difficult levels, 3 bonus levels, Bowser and Mr. Garrison himself. The game play is 
simple. You control Mario "Kenny" around the levels using the normal arrow keys. You must avoid, mush, kill, 
and destroy your favorite, original Mario bad guys. Some examples are: the turtle, flying turtle, buggy guys, 
ghosts, fireballs, skull turtles, tube snappers and many, many more! You must get to Bowser with only using 3 
lives. But if you collect 100 coins you get an extra life. With other hidden extra lives sitting all around the game. 
There is still more! This game also comes with 5 built in cheat codes to make your playing time even for fun. 
This was just a little intro to this great game, for more help pick your topic!

Menu:
Getting Started
Controls
Levels (Including Bonus Levels)
Cheats
Hints & Tips

Hope you have fun playing this game!!!
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Getting Started:

The setting of this game looks very much like a normal Mario game. Thats what makes this game soo cool. It is 
really like a normal Mario game for the computer only with Kenny in Marios spot!

You must help Kenny get to the end of the level. Just dodge, or kill bad guys to get to the end. Sounds easy, eh?
Well its not. At the end of the level you will see a big tube with a sign over it saying "Exit" with an arrow pointing 
into the tube. That is where you exit the level.

Each level gets a bit harder, and there are more ways to die. But never give up, just take your time. Sometimes 
you will see that the game play slows down a bit, this is because there is soo much going on at once, give it a 
few then it will speed up a bit.

Hope you have fun!

Related Topics:
Controls
Levels
Hints & Tips

For any further help or any kind of question about South Park Mario Please
Email me at:    SuPn5@hotmail.com



Controls:

The game control is very easy.

To move Kenny use the 4 arrow keys.
To jump press Shift.
To fire press Control. (This is only on Bowser and Garrison)

** PS: When jumping to get over an object, don't jump striaght up then press "over" in the air. Jump on an angel.

Misc Controls:
To quit the game anytime press Esc.
To pause the game anytime press P.
To change any key controls, or to change what you control with press Ctrl+C.
F1 - help
F2 - quick restart game
F3 - about / info

For any further help or any kind of question about South Park Mario Please
Email me at:    SuPn5@hotmail.com



Levels:

In this game there are 9 playable frames.
Including:
 • 4 Levels
 • 3 Coin Bonus Levels
 • Fighting Bowser
 • Fighting Mr. Garrison

Level 1
The Grassland
This level is very fun. It is the first level and not very hard. It might be a bit slow in the game play because there 
is so much going on at once, but there is nothing to hurt your game play.

Level 2
The Cave
Just like the original Mario game, level 2. This level is interesting because it is just about 100% like the original 
Mario games level. The level is not that long, and does not have that many bad guys, but when you get to the 
"ladder things" it is sometimes smart not to jump off of them, but just to walk off of them. Be carful you don't land 
of the spikes too after jumping/walking off the "ladder things".

Level 3
Mushroom Hills
Also just like in the original Mario game level3. Mushrooms hill is made up off hills that you must jump to and 
from to get to the end of the level. This level I think looks the coolest. But sometimes it is tricky jumping from one
jill to another while dodgeing turtles and little buggys. It might also be hard to see if there is a hill under you, so 
alway think there is not before you jump.

Level 4
Bowsers Ghost House
Just like in Super Mario World for SNES. This level was the most fun to make. It is also the shortest level in the 
game, but the most tricky. Learn how each bad guy moves before you move closer to it. Like the ghosts move in 
circles, the flying things fly in a weird pattern, so look out.

Bowser
The Fight
Here you are on a little island surrounded by lava. You must dodge Bowser while dodgeing his fireballs and still 
shot him a number of times. There are blocks all over to jump of to get out of the way. It is good to jump over 
Bowser too. This is difficult.

Mr. Garrison
The Final Battle
The setting is in Mr. Garrisons class room. It is just you and Mr. Garrison. A fight to the dealth. This very fast 
paced level is very very difficult and may need some practice. But in the end, it is all easy 8)



The Bonus Levels
These take place after every other level you play. And the point of these are to collect as many coins as you can 
to gain extra lives. There are bad guys flying around everywhere and coins shooting out of tubes which make 
these bonus levels very fun. Each bonus level has a theme like the level you just played.

For any further help or any kind of question about South Park Mario Please
Email me at:    SuPn5@hotmail.com



Cheats:

This is the coolest feature in this game. This is here for many reasons, and I am more than sure that you will use
one of them.

How to enter the password to start up all cheats:
Well there is no typing box, you just have to type in to thin air. You will hear a loud bang and you will see all the 
boxes get highlighted, then you know you typed in the right cheat. **Note - The End Game Cheat takes an extra 
password to start.
How the hell do I figure out the password?
Simple, ask someone who knows, or beat the game. And maybe just maybe I will tell you, but don't come 
emailing me >8]

At the intro you will see a 'Cheat' box next to the 'Help' and 'Quit' box. To get to the Cheat Screen click on that 
box. In the Cheat Screen you will see 5 De-Highlighted boxes showing you what each cheat is. ** Note- the 
boxes must be highlighted for the cheat to be working. Cheats are:
 • Level Select
 • Unlimited Lives
 • Bonus Level Select
 • Credits View
 • End Game View (Super Duper Cheat)

Level Select: Lets you quickly warp to ANY level, including ghost house, Bower, and Mr. Garrison. 
Unlimited Lives: You will start off with 3 lives, but when you die it sets your lives back to 3 lives. You can never 
lose a life. Unless you gain a 4th or 5th life, then it just automaticly goes back to 3.
Bonus Level Select: Lets you play any bonus coin level just for fun. And you get to keep the coins!
Credits View: This is just a little thing to do for fun. To see the credits. Cause you can normaly only see them 
after you beat the game. And hey, maybe there is a little hidden thing there too ? ? ?
*End Game View: This is the coolest cheat, but this cheat is harder to start up. This cheat lets you view the full 
ending sceen. Which is pretty cool and worth the game.

Those are all the Cheats in the Cheat Screen. But there are hidden extra lives and other fun things all over the 
game. So keep an eye open!

For any further help or any kind of question about South Park Mario Please
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Hints & Tips:

Here you will find a few pointers...

Finding hidden lives and other things on levels:
Normaly the background loops or i use the same objects, look for a new object or something that maybe is a 
different color or shape. Then maybe jump there or fall, who knows what you will find.

Basic Tips In Playing This Game:
• Take your time in playing the level.
• Jump with an angel, not just straight up.
• If the game play gets slow, get rid of some objects on the level, like get coins, kill buggys. Might help speed it 
up.
• Look before jumping.
• Collect as many coins as possible.
• Look for secrets.
• Have fun!

Related Topics:
Cheats

For any further help or any kind of question about South Park Mario Please
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Your good at finding secrets!
You found the Super Duper Cheat!
Enter this in the Cheat Screen:
MATTUNF




